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Churchill on the Home Front, 1900–1955
A World at Total War
Based on deep analysis of Mass Observation wartime diaries, Food in Wartime Britain explores the food experience of the
British middle classes in their own words throughout the course of the Second World War. It reveals that, while the food
practices of the population were modified by rationing and food scarcity, social class and personal circumstances were key
dimensions of the wartime food experience that demand to be taken into account in the historical narrative of the Home
Front.

The German Home Front 1939–45
The population of Britain was mobilized to support the war effort on a scale unseen in any other Western democracy – or in
Nazi Germany. They endured long working shifts, shortages of food and all other goods, and complete government control
of their daily lives. Most men and women were conscripted or volunteered for additional tasks outside their formal working
hours. Under the air raids that destroyed the centres of many towns and made about 2 million homeless, more than 60,000
civilians were killed and 86,000 seriously injured. This fascinating illustrated summary of wartime life, and the organizations
that served on the Home front, is a striking record of endurance and sacrifice.
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The Home Front
In 1914 the world changed forever. When World War One broke out and a generation of men went off to fight, bestselling
author Kate Adie shows how women emerged from the shadows of their domestic lives. Now a visible force in public life,
they began to take up essential roles - from transport to policing, munitions to sport, entertainment, even politics. They had
finally become citizens, a recognised part of the war machine, acquiring their own rights and often an independent income.
Former BBC Chief News Correspondent Kate Adie charts the seismic move towards equal rights with men that began a
century ago and through unique first-hand research shows just how momentous the achievements of those pioneering
women were. This is history at its best - a vivid, compelling account of the women who helped win the war as well as a
revealing assessment of their legacy for women's lives today.

Women's Identities at War
What was it that the British people believed they were fighting for in 1914–18? This compelling history of the British home
front during the First World War offers an entirely new account of how British society understood and endured the war.
Drawing on official archives, memoirs, diaries and letters, Adrian Gregory sheds new light on the public reaction to the war,
examining the role of propaganda and rumour in fostering patriotism and hatred of the enemy. He shows the importance of
the ethic of volunteerism and the rhetoric of sacrifice in debates over where the burdens of war should fall as well as the
influence of religious ideas on wartime culture. As the war drew to a climax and tensions about the distribution of sacrifices
threatened to tear society apart, he shows how victory and the processes of commemoration helped create a fiction of a
society united in grief.

Policing the Home Front 1914-1918
On the Home Front
This collection of fourteen, academically rigorous and accessible chapters explores the British Home Front in the last 100
years since the outbreak of WW1. The wide range of case studies include war widows allowances, Landgirls, the role of
factory inspectors in WW1 and canal boat women, national savings, Guernsey evacuees and clothes rationing in WW2. The
meaning and images of the British home and family in times of war are interrogated in the past and in contemporary
culture to challenge prevalent myths of how working and domestic life shifted in times of national conflict. This volume is
intended to encourage a reappraisal of the place of the Home Front in British conceptualisations of war and conflict.
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Food in Wartime Britain
Many extraordinary female scientists, doctors, and engineers tasted independence and responsibility for the first time
during the First World War. How did this happen? Patricia Fara reveals how suffragists, such as Virginia Woolf's sister, Ray
Strachey, had already aligned themselves with scientific and technological progress, and that during the dark years of war
they mobilized women to enter conventionally male domains such as science and medicine. Fara tells the stories of women
such as: mental health pioneer Isabel Emslie, chemist Martha Whiteley, a co-inventor of tear gas, and botanist Helen
Gwynne Vaughan. Women were now carrying out vital research in many aspects of science, but could it last? Though
suffragist Millicent Fawcett declared triumphantly that 'the war revolutionised the industrial position of women. It found
them serfs, and left them free', the outcome was very different. Although women had helped the country to victory and won
the vote for those over thirty, they had lost the battle for equality. Men returning from the Front reclaimed their jobs, and
conventional hierarchies were re-established even though the nation now knew that women were fully capable of
performing work traditionally reserved for men. Fara examines how the bravery of these pioneer women scientists,
temporarily allowed into a closed world before the door clanged shut again, paved the way for today's women scientists.
Yet, inherited prejudices continue to limit women's scientific opportunities.

Air Raids & Ration Books
How well did civilian morale stand up to the pressure of total war and what factors were important to it? Rejecting
contentions that morale fell short of the favourable picture presented during World War II and since, this work shows how
government policies for maintaining morale were put in place.

War on the Home Front
Contrary to the Hollywood-style romanticism of popular novels and films, the Second World War was more than courage on
the battlefield, plucky defiance and doomed love affairs. Family and civilian life had to go on. In the midst of black-outs,
road-blocks and austerity, households had to feed and clothe themselves, to travel, to decorate and furnish their homes. In
this meticulously researched and lavishly illustrated account, Mike Brown and Carol Harris draw on contemporary sources
including government advice, periodicals and books to provide an authoritative, entertaining account of life in the time of
air-raid sirens and rationing.

The Home Front 1939-1945 in 100 Objects
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"If we in Great Britain are resolute and wise there will emerge from this catastrophe something which may well give hope to
the world" First published in 1939 as a Penguin Special, this is the original best-selling account of why Britain went to war
with Germany. In simple terms it describes the stages of Adolf Hitler's ruthless pursuit for power, identifies his methods of
deception and false diplomacy, and details his terrifying use of force that rendered peaceful negotiation increasingly
difficult, and finally impossible. Shining a light on Hitler's early life and character, Harold Nicolson reveals the dictator's
political theories in Mein Kampf, and explains the strategies he adopted in seizing the Rhineland, Austria, Czechoslovakia
and later Poland. Written with clarity and insight, and read widely by soldiers during World War II, the final message of hope
and peace is as relevant today as it was in 1939. This facsimile edition includes a new introduction by Andrew Roberts, bestselling author of The Storm of War; Masters and Commanders and Hitler and Churchill: Secrets of Leadership.

Faith on the Home Front
There are few moments in history when the division between the sexes seems as "natural" as during wartime: men go off to
the "war front," while women stay behind on the "home front." But the very notion of the home front was an invention of
the First World War, when, for the first time, "home" and "domestic" became adjectives that modified the military term
"front." Such an innovation acknowledged the significant and presumably new contributions of civilians, especially women,
to the war effort. Yet, as Susan Grayzel argues, throughout the war, traditional notions of masculinity and femininity
survived, primarily through the maintenance of--and indeed reemphasis on--soldiering and mothering as the core of gender
and national identities. Drawing on sources that range from popular fiction and war memorials to newspapers and
legislative debates, Grayzel analyzes the effects of World War I on ideas about civic participation, national service, morality,
sexuality, and identity in wartime Britain and France. Despite the appearance of enormous challenges to gender roles due
to the upheavals of war, the forces of stability prevailed, she says, demonstrating the Western European gender system's
remarkable resilience.

The Home Front in Britain
The civilian police during the First World War in Great Britain were central to the control of the population at home. This
book will show the detail and challenges of police work during the First World War and how this impacted on ordinary
people’s daily lives. The aim is to tell the story of the police as they saw themselves through the pages of their best-known
journal, The Police Review and Parade Gossip, in addition to a wide range of other published, archival and private sources.

Home Fronts
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Carl Lavin was a high school senior in Canton, Ohio, when Pearl Harbor was attacked. The Canton, Ohio, native was
eighteen when he enlisted, a decision that would take him with the US Army from training across the United States and
Britain to combat with the 84th Infantry Division in the Battle of the Bulge. Home Front to Battlefront is the tale of a foot
soldier who finds himself thrust into a world where he and his unit grapple with the horrors of combat, the idiocies of
bureaucracy, and the oddities of life back home--all in the same day. The book is based on Carl's personal letters, his
recollections and those of the people he served beside, official military history, private papers, and more. Home Front to
Battlefront contributes the rich details of one soldier's experience to the broader literature on World War II. Lavin's
adventures, in turn disarming and sobering, will appeal to general readers, veterans, educators, and students of the war. As
a history, the book offers insight into the wartime career of a Jewish Ohioan in the military, from enlistment to training
through overseas deployment. As a biography, it reflects the emotions and the role of the individual in a total war effort
that is all too often thought of as a machine war in which human soldiers were merely interchangeable cogs.

The Home Front in Britain Then and Now
A lifesaving gas mask. A ration book, essential for the supply of food. A shelter stove that kept a family warm whilst they
huddled in their Anderson shelter. A leaflet dropped by the Luftwaffe that was designed to intimidate Britain's populace
during the threat of invasion. A civilian identity card over-stamped with the swastika eagle from the occupied Channel
Islands. A rare, previously unpublished, snapshot of legendary American bandleader Glenn Miller playing at a UK air base. A
twisted remnant of German V2 rocket that went to space and back before exploding over London, the result of equally
twisted military science. Colourful flag bunting that saw the VE celebrations in 1945: All disparate objects that together tell
the moving and important story of Britain's Home Front during the Second World War. The ordinary objects featured in this
book, whether those produced in their millions to the far from ordinary or unique, all portray and exude the highs and lows
of the British people during six years of war. From the deprivations of rationing and the bombing of the Blitz, to the cheery
songs, elegant fashions and 'Dig For Victory' spirit, are all captured in colour. The phrase 'If only this could talk ' is often
heard: in this book, the objects almost can. All the objects have a general contextual background history and any specific
known associated story is also included, all in a clear form, with cross-references to related subjects. Packed with colour and
archive photos, facts, figures, dates and statistics for easy reference, _The Home Front 1939-1945 in 100 Objects_ is the
perfect book for students, historians, collectors and general readers, enabling a clear understanding of one of Britain's most
important historical periods.

The British Home Front 1939–45
Drawing upon personal recollections, contemporary Mass Observation reports, newspaper articles and advertisements,
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personal and archive photographs, Mike Brown and Carol Harris look at each wartime Christmas on the British Home Front,
from 1939 to 1944.

Holding the Home Front
The advent of poison gas in World War I shocked Britons at all levels of society, yet by the end of the conflict their nation
was a leader in chemical warfare. Although never used on the home front, poison gas affected almost every segment of
British society physically, mentally, or emotionally, proving to be an armament of total war. Through cartoons, military
records, novels, treaties, and other sources, Marion Girard examines the varied ways different sectors of British society
viewed chemical warfare, from the industrialists who promoted their toxic weapons while maintaining private control of
production,øto the politicians who used gas while balancing the need for victory with the risk of developing a reputation for
barbarity. Although most Britons considered gas a vile weapon and a symptom of the enemy?s inhumanity, many
eventually condoned its use. ø The public debates about the future of gas extended to the interwar years, and evidence
reveals that the taboo against poison gas was far from inevitable. A Strange and Formidable Weapon uncovers the
complicated history of this weapon of total war and illustrates the widening involvement of society in warfare.

Christmas on the Home Front
The popularity of the recent reconstruction of the 1940?sHouse in the Imperial War Museum bears eloquenttestimony to
people?s interest in how life was lived duringthe war. What did people eat? How were their liveschanged? How was morale
sustained? How did the Britishpeople cope with the air raids, with regulations, shortages,separation and loss? The Imperial
War Museum?s Britain atWar Experience answers these question by usingfacsimiles of actual documents and memorabilia
from thetime: photographs, paintings, propaganda, regulations,witness accounts. These are framed with a vivid
narrativeaccount of a multi-faceted war that involved the entirenation.

The Home Front
The Home Front in Britain explores the British Home Front in the last 100 years since the outbreak of WW1. Case studies
critically analyse the meaning and images of the British home and family in times war, challenging prevalent myths of how
working and domestic life was shifted by national conflict.

The Home Front in Britain
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This book brings an era to life with vivid stories and information from those who were there. During World War Two, 90% of
the British population remained civilians. The War affected daily life more than any other war had done before. The majority
of British people faced this will fortitude, courage and determination and this is their story, the telling of events and
situations that forced their ingenuity and survival instincts to rise. Make do and mend came to mean so much more than
reworking old clothes and this book describes the enterprise that went on and has long been forgotten. From the coasts and
the countryside, this is how those at home faced and fought the war passively, particularly women whose job it was to keep
the home fires burning. These ordinary people were crucial to the war effort; without their courage and inventiveness, the
outcome could have been very different. Packed with interviews, photographs and other firsthand information, this book will
appeal to all those who were there, but even more for those with little or no experience of World War Two, who will gain
insights into the humor, strength and creativity that emerged in the face of hardship and tragedy. The book explores how
people lived in Britain during times of fear, hardship and uncertainty; how they functioned and supported those away
fighting and how they dealt with the enormous challenges and adversities

The British Empire and the Second World War
A pioneering study of the role Britain's empire played in fighting the Second World War.

A Lab of One's Own
The second volume of Daniel Todman's account of Great Britain and World War II The second of Daniel Todman's two
sweeping volumes on Great Britain and World War II, Britain's War: A New World, 1942-1947, begins with the event Winston
Churchill called the "worst disaster" in British military history: the Fall of Singapore in February 1942 to the Japanese. As in
the first volume of Todman's epic account of British involvement in World War II ("Total history at its best," according to Jay
Winter), he highlights the inter-connectedness of the British experience in this moment and others, focusing on its
inhabitants, its defenders, and its wartime leadership. Todman explores the plight of families doomed to spend the war
struggling with bombing, rationing, exhausting work and, above all, the absence of their loved ones and the uncertainty of
their return. It also documents the full impact of the entrance into the war by the United States, and its ascendant
stewardship of the war. Britain's War: A New World, 1942-1947 is a triumph of narrative and research. Todman explains
complex issues of strategy and economics clearly while never losing sight of the human consequences--at home and
abroad--of the way that Britain fought its war. It is the definitive account of a drama which reshaped Great Britain and the
world.

Britain's War: A New World, 1942-1947
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An “insightful and extensive” history of the women who took over agricultural duties in England during World War I (Sussex
Living Magazine). One could be forgiven for supposing that the story of the Women’s Land Army starts in 1939 during World
War II. But it’s a much older and more complicated history . . . British agricultural policy during the First World War was held
up as a success story; domestic food production was higher at the end of the war than at the start, the average calorific
value of the British diet barely changed, and bread never had to be rationed. As the press reported starvation and food riots
overseas, the 1918 harvest was held up as “one of the great achievements of the War.” In 1917, at the darkest hour, when
Britain’s food security looked most precarious, it was said that, “if it were not for the women agriculture would be absolutely
at a standstill on many farms.” Using previously unpublished accounts and photographs, this book is an attempt to
understand how the return of women to the fields and farmyards impacted agriculture—and, in turn, an examination of how
that experience affected them. “Caroline’s wonderful book sets the record straight with beautiful illustrations and witting
testimony from people who were there and saw how hard these wonderful women worked to keep Britain going during their
darkest hours. Superb.” —Books Monthly “This is a well-researched history of the British Women’s Land Army in WW1 and
how it paved the way for the success of the WLA in the Second World War.” —World War One Illustrated

Mixing It
The Great War had a profound impact on Britain. Not only did families risk their sons in active combat; every member of
society was required to make a contribution to the war effort. National initiatives like rationing affected all, and civilians
were now regarded as a legitimate military target. Reminders of this turbulent time survive today, in rituals such as
Summer Time and Remembrance, nationwide war memorials, and the powerful myth of a lost generation slaughtered in a
futile war. Here Ian Beckett examines the mobilization of the British people for the war effort and reassesses its impact on
state and society. As evidence, he presents 40 key documents, including the King's rallying cry to the nation to 'eat less
wheat', reports on social phenomena from anti-German riots to the drinking habits of women and juveniles, and Kitchener's
initiatives to raise his New Armies.

Home Front to Battlefront
This book outlines and illustrates the living conditions of German civilians in World War II, and the Nazi state's basic
structure. German families suffered the same hardships as British labour conscription, extra civic duties, severe shortages
of food and necessities, disrupted transport, homelessness and evacuation, separation from loved ones and, for many,
bereavement. However, there were important differences. The dictator for whom many had voted was leading them to ruin;
unequalled death and devastation ensued from Allied air raids; and every aspect of life was caged around with repressive
decrees that began to replace the true rule of law well before September 1939.
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British Women Surgeons and their Patients, 1860–1918
Examines the "home front" war effort from an overall imperial perspective, assessing the contribution of individual imperial
territories.

Wearing Propaganda
When women agitated to join the medical profession in Britain during the 1860s, the practice of surgery proved both a help
(women were neat, patient and used to needlework) and a hindrance (surgery was brutal, bloody and distinctly
unfeminine). In this major new study, Claire Brock examines the cultural, social and self-representation of the woman
surgeon from the second half of the nineteenth century until the end of the Great War. Drawing on a rich archive of British
hospital records, she investigates precisely what surgery women performed and how these procedures affected their
personal and professional reputation, as well as the reactions of their patients to these new phenomena. Essential reading
for those interested in the history of medicine, British Women Surgeons and their Patients, 1860–1918 provides wideranging new perspectives on patient narratives and women's participation in surgery between 1860 and 1918. This title is
also available as Open Access.

The Blitz
September 1940 marked the beginning of Nazi Germany's sustained attack on civilian Britain. Lasting eight months long,
the Blitz was the form of warfare that had been predicted throughout the 1930s, that everyone had expected since Neville
Chamberlain's declaration that Britain was at war with Germany. The ferocity of the Luftwaffe attacks, combined with
images of the City of London burning are widely considered to be iconic snapshots of Second World War history. Though
compared with other great moments of that war -- D-Day, Dunkirk, V E Day -- the Blitz remains curiously unexamined. Apart
from fragmentary accounts and local records, there is little in the way of a comprehensive account of the Blitz experience
that so many British civilians went through -- as well as the social, political and cultural implications of the bombardment.
Designed to break the morale of the British population, the nightly bombings certainly did devastate. But, as Juliet Gardiner
shows in this hugely important book, they also served to galvanise the nation; from those eight months of terrifying Nazi
onslaught, a new determination amongst people and politicians steadily emerged. Revealing, original and beautifully
written, THE BLITZ is a much-needed exploration of one of the most important moments in Second World War history.

Sport and the Home Front
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The Home Front Encyclopedia
Issued also as the author's thesis (Ph. D.), University of Birmingham, 2003.

A Strange and Formidable Weapon
An encyclopedia of life on the home front during the two world wars provides biographical profiles, articles on all aspects of
life during the era, chronologies of important events, and primary source documents.

Fighting on the Home Front
The truth about the sacrifice and suffering on the home front during World War I is rarely discussed. In this book, some of
the oldest men and women in the country speak about experiences and events that have remained buried for 85 years.
Their testimony shows the same candor and courage we have become accustomed to hearing from veterans of the western
front. Those interviewed include a survivor of a Zeppelin raid on Hull in 1915, a Welsh munitions worker recruited as a girl,
and a woman rescued from a bombed school after five days. There are also accounts of rural famine, bereavement and the
effects on families back home, and even the story of a woman who planned to kill her family to save them further suffering.

All Quiet on the Home Front
Sport and the Home Front contributes in significant and original ways to our understanding of the social and cultural history
of the Second World War. It explores the complex and contested treatment of sport in government policy, media
representations and the everyday lives of wartime citizens. Acknowledged as a core component of British culture, sport was
also frequently criticised, marginalised and downplayed, existing in a constant state of tension between notions of
normality and exceptionality, routine and disruption, the everyday and the extraordinary. The author argues that sport
played an important, yet hitherto neglected, role in maintaining the morale of the British people and providing a reassuring
sense of familiarity at a time of mass anxiety and threat. Through the conflict, sport became increasingly regarded as
characteristic of Britishness; a symbol of the ‘ordinary’ everyday lives in defence of which the war was being fought. Utilised
to support the welfare of war workers, the entertainment of service personnel at home and abroad and the character
formation of schoolchildren and young citizens, sport permeated wartime culture, contributing to new ways in which the
British imagined the past, present and future. Using a wide range of personal and public records – from diary writing and
club minute books to government archives – this book breaks new ground in both the history of the British home front and
the history of sport.
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The Home Front 1914-1918
An astonishing survey of the use of fashion and textiles as powerful propaganda tools in the Second World War era

U.S. History
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also
provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and major
developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

Half the battle
This volume presents the results of a conference on the history of total war.

The Home Front in World War Two
It is 1941. While the "war of chaos" rages in the skies above London, an unending fight against violence, murder and the
criminal underworld continues on the streets below. One ordinary day, in an ordinary courtroom, forensic pathologist Dr.
Keith Simpson asks a keen young journalist to be his secretary. Although the "horrors of secretarial work" don't appeal to
Molly Lefebure, she's intrigued to know exactly what goes on behind a mortuary door. Capable and curious, "Miss Molly"
quickly becomes indispensible to Dr. Simpson as he meticulously pursues the truth. Accompanying him from somber
morgues to London's most gruesome crime scenes, Molly observes and assists as he uncovers the dark secrets that all
murder victims keep. With a sharp sense of humor and a rebellious spirit, Molly tells her own remarkable true story here
with warmth and wit, painting a vivid portrait of wartime London.

Why Britain is at War
"For weeks the grownups at home and in the shops had been whispering together. I'd heard the word 'war' more and more
often, but if I tried to ask questions, they changed the subject. Mum and Dad only said that they did not want to worry me.
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They told me I was too young to understand what was happening. They always seemed so serious now. War obviously that
meant things would be a lot different.On Sunday, September 3, 1939, at 11:00 A.M., Britain declared war on Nazi Germany.
At 11:27 A.M. the first air raid siren wailed across London. We heard its mournful, chilling sound over the wireless, which we
listened to all that day. King George spoke to the nation on the wireless. His voice was trembling. At the end of the speech,
he announced, 'We are at war.' Hearing these words gave me a funny feeling in my stomach. I was scared!"

Murder on the Home Front
During the Second World War, people arrived in Britain from all over the world as troops, war-workers, nurses, refugees,
exiles, and prisoners-of-war-chiefly from Europe, America, and the British Empire. Between 1939 and 1945, the population
in Britain became more diverse than it had ever been before. Through diaries, letters, and interviews, Mixing It tells of
ordinary lives pushed to extraordinary lengths. Among the stories featured are those of Zbigniew Siemaszko - deported by
the Soviet Union, fleeing Kazakhstan on a horse-drawn sleigh, and eventually joining the Polish army in Scotland via Iran,
Iraq, and South Africa - and 'Johnny' Pohe - the first Maori pilot to serve in the RAF, who was captured, and eventually
murdered by the Gestapo for his part in the 'Great Escape'. This is the first book to look at the big picture of large-scale
movements to Britain and the rich variety of relations between different groups. When the war ended, awareness of the
diversity of Britain's wartime population was lost and has played little part in public memories of the war. Mixing It recovers
this forgotten history. It illuminates the place of the Second World War in the making of multinational, multiethnic Britain
and resonates with current debates on immigration.

The Last Great War
'The best one-volume study of Churchill yet available.' David Cannadine, Observer 'Magisterial.' Vernon Bogdanor, New
Statesman 'A tour de force A masterly chronicle of Churchill as a domestic figure rather than as the bulldog wartime leader,
and one of the most subtle portraits of him as a politician. Addison revises the view of Churchill as uninterested and out of
his depth in domestic affairs, painting instead a nuanced picture of a canny parliamentarian. Churchill changed parties
twice but managed to accomplish the change, writes Addison, 'with exceptional dexterity', making it appear as if he were
maintaining his principles while the parties changed theirs Addison's most interesting assertion is that the rise of Hitler
saved Churchill from drifting into right-wing irrelevance. Most impressively, Addison doesn't settle for easy classifications,
admitting that 'Churchill is a man of whom almost everything that can be said is true in part.'' Kirkus Review
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